
TN Valley SCI hosts warriors for the 2015 ESNP Hunts for Warriors 

Tennessee Valley SCI Chapter once again in 2015 partnered with TWRA to host 15 Veterans from both the surrounding 
area and from  and Ft Campbell Ky Warrior Transition Battalion. The hunts are conducted as a management hunt for the 
Enterprise South Nature Park near Chattanooga TN.  The Park is constructed on the grounds of an old munitions plant 
and it is ironic to see the warriors having a good time and enjoying their time away from the daily struggle with old 
munition bunkers in the background.   The Chapter partners with TWRA by providing a hunting partner for each hunter, 
providing three meals a day, and assisting with any special needs.   Each year there are veterans that have never 
harvested a deer at these hunts and this year was no different.    

The event begins with the warriors gathering on the beautiful nearby farm of Joe Jolly for an afternoon of shooting clays 
and archery as well as sighting in their firearms.  If the Veteran needs a shotgun or a muzzleloader, there are members of 
the chapter ready to loan them one for the hunt and to help get the warrior familiar with the firearm.   Later that afternoon 
they are treated to a bonfire, cookout, and a live band.  Each warrior receives a gift bag and drawings are held for great 
prizes.  

The next morning before sunup, the hunt is on.  Each veteran is accompanied by a volunteer.  This volunteer is there to 
offer any assistance needed and to just be a friend.  Lasting friendships are made each year, and again it is sure to hold 
true for this year.  At lunch the veterans are treated to a catered meal and everyone has a chance to win great prize 
drawings and all enjoy the camaraderie.  Pictures are taken of the deer harvested during the morning hunt and then the 
warriors are transported back out to their sites drawn by lottery from a pool of carefully preselected sites.  The evening 
hunt is wrapped up by more pictures of harvested deer and the constant joking among the volunteers and the military men 
and women.   

The second day was similar to the first morning with more shots ringing out in the cool morning air soon after shooting 
light.  Before the day was over, 13 of the 15 warriors had harvested a deer, some more that one for a total of 19 deer.  On 
hand to assist in field dressing the deer and collecting age, weight, and health data were several local Cleveland State 
Community College wildlife majors.  All the deer are processed at no charge by Mr. Ross Rogers (for the 4th year in a row) 
– at absolutely no charge and picked up by the warriors within a week or two. 

A quote from SSg(R) Shawn Petigo from a previous hunt sums it up: 

“Over the two days of hunting, we sat in the ground blind whispering back and forth about our families and life in general. I 
have never really opened up to anyone and told them about things that happened to me on deployments until then. It 
sounds crazy, but sitting in the woods in a blind or tree with someone who truly cares about you and your brothers and 
sisters in arms really helps you open up and realize that there are amazing people that will do anything to help you, even 
after you have been through whatever it is you have seen or done. 
 
This program really and truly saves lives. I am forever in debt to SCI and Enterprise South [Nature] Park. Without this 
event helping me take my first step toward a new life, I know for sure it would have been an uphill battle for me and my 
family. 
Thank you,  
SSG(R) Shawn Pedigo” 
 

	  


